Colorado Historic Highway Inventory - Historical Summary and Evaluation of Significance
Highway Name: U.S. Highway (US) 160
CDOT Route Nos. and Milepost (MP) Limits:
CDOT Route

Route Description

160A

From the New Mexico State Line (Four Corners Monument) northeast via Cortez and east via
Durango, Pasosa Springs, Wolf Creek Pass, Alamosa, and North La Veta Pass To SH 25-C in
Walsenburg

160B

From SH 25-C in Walsenburg east To SH 10-A and I 25-A east of Walsenburg

160C

From I 25-A in Trinidad east via Beshoar Junction, Kim, Pritchett, and Walsh To the Kansas
State Line

160D

From Mancos Bus Rt - From SH 16O-A west of Mancos east To SH 160-A east of Mancos

160Z

From Denver Ave and Jct U.S. 160A in Alamosa One-Way West along Main Street ( Fifth ) to
Jct U.S. 160A NorthWest at the Alamosa ByPass Between Richardson Ave and Edgemont Blvd

Highway Location:
Counties:
Length (Miles):

Montezuma, La Plata, Archuleta, Mineral, Rio Grande, Alamosa, Costilla, Huerfano, Las Ani
461.667

OAHP Site Numbers (for previously recorded segments, if applicable)*:
OAHP Site No. Assessment

Assessment Date

Site Name

5AA.1308.1

Eligible

4/4/2011

US HIGHWAY 160

5AA.3803.1

Supports eligibility of entire
linear resource>Field eligible
Does not support eligibility of
entire linear resource>Field
eligible
No assessment given on
form
Eligible - Officially>Eligible Field

04/18/2011>04/04/2011

US HIGHWAY 160 - SEGMENT

06/26/2012>06/06/2012

US 160 - SEGMENT

11/7/2008

OLD HIGHWAY 160

7/27/2000>4/20/2000

5LA.9132.1

Eligible - officially>Eligible Field

7/27/2000>4/20/2000

5LA.9132.2

Field eligible

1/29/2002

STATE HIGHWAY 26, STATE HIGHWAY
1, US HIGHWAY 85, 87, AND 160,
COUNTY ROAD 71.1, LINDEN AVENUE
STATE HIGHWAY 26, STATE HIGHWAY
1, US HIGHWAY 85, 87, AND 160,
COUNTY ROAD 71.1, LINDEN AVENUE
US HIGHWAY 85 - SEGMENT

5LP.5668.3

07/21/2000>11/17/1998

5ML.107.1

Officially not eligible>Field
not eligible
Officially not eligible>Field
not eligible
Officially not eligible>Field
not eligible
Officially not eligible>Field
not eligible
Officially not eligible>Field
not eligible
Officially not eligible>Field
not eligible
Field not eligible

5ML.121

Determined not Eligible

5AA.3803.2

5LA.11859.1
5LA.9132

5LP.5668.4
5LP.5668.5
5LP.5668.6
5LP.5668.7
5ML.107

07/21/2000>11/17/1998
07/21/2000>05/18/1999
07/21/2000>05/19/1999
09/24/2004>09/14/2004
04/22/1998>03/31/1997
3/31/1997
9/5/1985

US HIGHWAY 160 (STATE HIGHWAY
10) - SEGMENT
US HIGHWAY 160 (STATE HIGHWAY
10) - SEGMENT
US HIGHWAY 160 (STATE HIGHWAY
10) - SEGMENT
US HIGHWAY 160 (STATE HIGHWAY
10) - SEGMENT
US HIGHWAY 160 (ABANDONED
SEGMENT)
WOLF CREEK PASS HIGHWAY,
NAVAJO TRAIL, US 160
WOLF CREEK PASS HIGHWAY
SEGMENT
OLD WOLF CREEK PASS ROAD

*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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5ML.121.2
5MT.16650.1
5RN.550.1

106 - Officially eligible>Field
eligible
Officially not
eligible>Officially needs
data>Field not eligible
Determined not
Eligible>Field not eligible

05/05/2006>05/02/2006

OLD WOLF CREEK PASS ROAD SEGMENT, ROUTE 160 - SEGMENT
03/05/2007>10/15/2003> OLD HIGHWAY 160 - SEGMENT
07/29/2003
04/22/1998>03/31/1997

WOLF CREEK PASS HIGHWAY
SEGMENT

Discussion of Site Forms (for previously recorded segments, if applicable):

Colorado Cultural Resources Inventory forms for previously recorded segments of this highway were generally before
2002, prior to the MPS, and were determined ineligible. More recent site forms, generally after 2002, recommended
the entire highway eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (National Register). A review of
previous forms finds good historical information, in particular forms 5AA1308.1, 5AA3803.1, 5AA.3803.2 provide a
good discussion of the history and significance of the highway. This information and additional research is
summarized in the Historical Data section below. This evaluation agrees with recent evaluations that the highway
possesses significance. Form 5ML121.2, Old Wolf Creek Pass Road (State Highway 160), may include early portions
of a route that subsequently became US 160.
Site form 5LA.1815 is for the Kim School National Register Historic District in Las Animas and does not appear to be
related to US 160 or to have an important association with the development or significance of US 160.
Historic Districts located within 250 feet of highway (OAHP Site Number and Name)*:
OAHP Site No. District Name

5LA.1815

Assessment (If Applicable)

Kim Schools, Kim Elementary School, Kim High School, Kim Listed on National Register
Gymnasium

*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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Historical Data:
US 160 is a main artery crossing southern Colorado. US 160 in Colorado extends from the Kansas border to
Trinidad through the southeastern part of the state then heads north along current Interstate(I)-25 (old US 85) to
Walsenburg where it turns west and passes through the southwestern part of the state to the New Mexico border.

Portions of the route of US 160 traces its origins to the 1880s for stage coach travel and served as a route 15 as
early as 1908. The overall alignment of present-day US 160 is similar to how it was depicted on highway maps as
early as 1916 with specific designations of the highway changing. (Forms 5AA1308.1 and 5LP5668.7) Historic
highway maps show the current alignment of State Highway (SH) 160 with many previous designations, including
portions of state routes 15, 16, 26, 38, 55, 450, and 560 west of Trinidad and routes 55 and 100 to the east.
The eastern portion of the route from Trinidad to Branson first appears in 1916 as state route 55, which currently
follows a series of county roads (CR 8.8, 105.5, 22, and 24.6). According to historic state highway maps, the route
extended to just north of Branson east to the Kansas border by 1922 and its alignment followed portions of current
State Highway 389 at that time. The route was designated SH 100 from the Kansas border to Beshoar
Junction/Trinidad until 1931. By 1939, state highway maps indicate SH 100 was cosigned with US 160 between SH
51 near Walsh and west to Branson via current SH 389 in the southeastern corner of the state. The route extended
north from Beshoar Junction/Trinidad following I-25 (old US 85) to Walsenburg then west to Cortez as SH 10/US 450
and ending at the Utah border during the 1930s prior to its designation as SH10/US 160. US 450 was also an early
1920s state highway that extended along the current route of US 160 before heading northwest to the Utah border
along the route of current US 491 instead of the current alignment of US 160 that now ends at the New Mexico
border (along former state route 560). (Forms 5AA1308.1 and 5LP5668.7)
Previous site forms include that between 1930 and 1937 portions of the road were graded and that a stair step
alignment between approximately Beshoar Junction and Earl was straightened and by 1938 the route was paved. In
addition, its alignment within Trinidad and La Junta has varied slightly over the years and numerous modifications,
including rerouting bypasses and reconstructions, have occurred from 1950 through 2009 altering various segments
of US 160. Previous site forms should be consulted to understand changes to specific segments of the route. For
example, site forms 5AA1308.1, 5AA3803.1 and 5AA3803.2 provide extensive narrative on modifications in Archuleta
County.
Previous evaluations and research into this highway indicates that it served as an early and important transportation
route across southern Colorado for its role in transportation and the development of communities in the ten counties
in which the highway passed.
Site form 5AA3803.1 notes the road passes through areas important for agriculture and ranching in southwestern
Colorado. Supporting materials for Form 5MT16650.1 notes that the entire route of US 160 in southern Colorado is
significant as an early highway that opened western Colorado for automobile transportation and site form 5ML121.2
indicates US 160 followed an early route over the San Juan Mountains providing a vital link between southwestern
Colorado and the southeastern portion of the state.
The highway is also identified in the 1941 Colorado: A Guide to the Highest State, Compiled by Workers of the
Writer’s Program of the Work Projects Administration in the State of Colorado, in which the route is noted for its role
in agriculture and ranching, crossing the San Juan mountains thereby providing access to the San Luis Valley, the
Mesa Verde National Park, and Hovenweep National Monument. Historically the route of US 160 and its previous
iterations did not provide direct access to Hovenweep National Monument and Canyons of the Ancients National
Monument; these areas were accessed by state routes 32 and 14 as indicated on 1916 and 1922 historic highway
maps, which subsequently became local roads that follow current County Road G west of Cortez in Montezuma
County.
The MPS indicates that a portion of US 160 from South Fork over Wolf Creek Pass to Pagosa Springs served as an
early Native American trail and route of exploration (Autobee and Dobson-Brown 2003: E-8). Historic highway maps
also indicate the portion of the route west of Walsenburg followed the Spanish Trail. Additional research also
indicates the Colorado Highway Department (CHD) and Depression-era federal work relief work programs were
involved with a number of mountain road construction projects throughout the 1930s on US 160 west of Walsenburg
over La Veta Pass to Alamosa and then over Wolf Creek Pass into southwestern Colorado. The MPS also notes that
CHD rebuilt US 160 and Wolf Creek Pass in 1938 along its present alignment, which reduced travel time to and from
southwestern Colorado by several hours (Autobee and Dobson-Brown 2003: E-36). The portion of the route west of
*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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Walsenburg over La Veta Pass to Alamosa and over Wolf Creek Pass to southwestern Colorado was also identified a
major highway project of the CHD that “reflected new safety standards of the 1930s” (Autobee and Dobson-Brown
2003: E-58). More recently, the MPS states that in 1979 a resurfacing project between Durango and Hesperus used
a new asphalt recycling process for portion of work (Autobee and Dobson-Brown 2003: E-61).
(Unless otherwise indicated, sources used in the preparation of this section included state highway maps, the
Highways of Colorado by Matthew Salek, Highways to the Sky: A Context and History of Colorado's Highway
System, Colorado State Roads and Highways, National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Submission,
plans in the Online Transportation Information System (OTIS), and site forms for previously surveyed resources in
Compass when available.)

*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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Not Significant - No historical significance identified
Significant - Historical significance identified (see details below)
Property Type and Areas of Significance:
A detailed explanation why this highway possesses historical significance is provided in the Significance Statement below.

Cultural:

Criterion A specific requirements
Early and/or prominent project of the Colorado Highway Department (Transportation)
Association with a significant event (If applicable, the Area of Significance is indicated in the statement of
significance below)
Association with federal work relief programs (Politics/Government)
Criterion C specific requirements
Representative example (Transportation)
Engineering:

Subtypes
Farm-to-Market Road
Limited Access, Multiple-Lane, Divided Highway/Freeway
Highway Bypass
Criterion A specific requirements
Early and/or prominent project of the Colorado Highway Department (Transportation)
Association with a significant event (If applicable, the Area of Significance is indicated in the statement of
significance below)
Association with federal work relief programs (Politics/Government)
Criterion C specific requirements
Representative example (Transportation)
Engineering achievement (Engineering)
Aesthetic:
Criterion A specific requirements

Early and/or prominent project of the Colorado Highway Department (Transportation)
Association with a significant event (If applicable, the Area of Significance is indicated in the statement of
significance below)
Association with federal work relief programs (Politics/Government)
Criterion C specific requirements
Representative example (Transportation)
Engineering achievement (Engineering)
Landscape architecture (Landscape Architecture)

*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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Historic periods of highway construction:

Pre-territorial (pre-1861)
Territorial and pre-automobile state roads (1861-1890)
Automobile age (1890-1930)
Depression and World War II (1930-1945)
Postwar Interstate Era (1945-1973)
Completion and Augmentation of Interstate System (1973-2000)
Level of Significance:

Local
State
National
Significance Statement:
US 160 is classified as a Cultural Route and an Engineered Route under the classification system in the MPS.
Criterion A
Under Transportation, the route of current US 160 west of Walsenburg is noted for its use as an early Native
American trail and followed the Spanish Trail. Its origins as a road began in the late 1880s first as a stage coach
route then as route 15 by 1908, prior to the formation of the Colorado Highway Department (CHD). Subsequent
work on the entire route represents efforts of the CHD to open the southern portion of the state by crossing the
continental divide/San Juan Mountains to link the southeastern and southwestern portions of the state. As such,
US 160 is an example of a prominent project by the CHD at the state level in the area of Transportation. The
highway also provided direct and important east-west connections through the San Luis Valley providing a vital link
as a farm-to-market road for conveying agricultural goods to market centers and other prominent transportation
corridors within the region and state. As such, this highway possesses significance in the area of Transportation at
the state level for providing early access to southern Colorado and at the local level for its role in facilitating
agricultural development under Criterion A.
US 160 west of Walsenburg over La Veta Pass to Alamosa and over Wolf Creek Pass were also identified in the
MPS as subject to improvements under federal work relief programs. These portions of US 160 possesses
significance in the area of Politics/Government at the state level under Criterion A. In addition, the route possesses
significance under Entertainment/Recreation at the state level because it provided direct access to Mesa Verde
National Park and was specifically promoted as the route to reach this important tourist destination.
Criterion B
Research did not reveal this highway to be directly associated with the events or work of a person important in
history, nor does research indicate the highway represents the efforts of a specific individual to secure construction
of this highway for the economic development of a community or area of the state. Therefore, this highway does
not possess significance under Criterion B.
Criterion C
The early history of this highway serves as an example of a prominent infrastructure project by the CHD.
According to the MPS, the portion of the route west of Walsenburg over La Veta Pass to Alamosa and over Wolf
Creek Pass to southwestern Colorado was a major highway project of the CHD that also reflected new safety
standards of the 1930s in addition to reflecting federal work relief improvements. As an Engineered Route, US 160
appears to possess significance at the state level through its design, exemplifying bold engineering solutions and
application of safety standards during the 1930s to address the challenges associated with constructing highways
in mountainous terrain and challenging site conditions.
Criterion D
For a property to possess significance for information potential, the information yielded by the property must
answer specific important research questions that cannot be otherwise answered. The technology of highway
*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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construction is well understood and documented. As such, this highway is unlikely to yield important information
that cannot be discerned from archived plans and other records. Therefore, this highway does not possess
significance under Criterion D.

*Information based on data from Compass provided by OAHP
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160.jpg
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